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Books received

Clinical Pharmacology of Psychotherapeutic Drugs. By LEO
E. HOLLISTER. Monographs in Clinical Pharmacology
Vol. 1. Pp. 239, illustrated. Churchill Livingstone, New
York, Edinburgh and London, 1978. £11.00.

Speller's Law Relating to Hospitals and Kindred Institutions
(6th edn). Revised by JOE JACOB. Pp. lvii + 805. H. K.
Lewis, London, 1978. £25.00.

Book reviews

Clinical Electromyography (2nd edn)
Edited by J. A. R. LENMAN AND A. E. RITCHIE, with a
foreword by PROFESSOR J. A. SIMPSON. Pp. 214+xvi,
illustrated, hard cover. Pitman Medical, Tunbridge Wells,
1976. £7.50.

The second edition of this book covers the practical aspects
of clinical neurophysiology as applied to the diagnosis of
neuromuscular disorders. Whilst the essentials of the various
techniques can only be learnt by apprenticeship to a master,
this short book is probably one of the best of its kind and
will be found invaluable by trainee neurologists, clinical
neurophysiologists and others during such an apprenticeship
and to them this book is strongly recommended. For his-
torical reasons the sections on electrical stimulation, relatively
little used now in routine laboratories, remain of interest.

Essays on Kuru
By R. W. HORNABROOK. Pp. 150 + ix, illustrated, hard
qover. E. W. Classey, Faringdon, 1976. £8.50.

This book is based largely on papers presented at a Sym-
posium on kuru held in 1970. This disease. for long considered
a form of chronic heredo-familial cerebellar system de-
generation was established in 1966 by Gajdusek to be a form
of transmissible disorder, due to an agent described as a
'Slow virus'! The essays in this book deal with the anthro-
pology, demography, epidemiology, clinical problems and
yirology of the disorder and of the people it attacks, and will
be of interest particularly to virologists and neurologists,
raising the possibility of some similar transmissible agent
being responsible for some of the many as yet completely
baffling disorders which still surround them.

Neuromuscular Function and Disorders
By ALAN J. MCCOMAS. Pp. 364+ x, illustrated, hard cover.
Newnes-Butterworths, Sevenoaks, 1977. £19.50.

Dr McComas made an original contribution in the field of
neuromuscular disorders when he postulated that a number
of so-called primary myopathies were due to disease of the
anterior horn cells. He and his colleagues subsequently
extended this hypothesis to an ever increasing number of
conditions characterized by weakness. In this book McComas
devotes the first third to a review of current knowledge of
the structure and function of motor neurones and muscle
fibres. He then discusses the various neuromuscular dis-
orders with special emphasis on the concept of the 'Sick
motoneurone'.

Whilst this book will clearly be of considerable importance
to experts in the field, it cannot be recommended as a sole
reference text to clinicians needing comprehensive informa-
tion on the practical aspects of diseases of muscle, nerve, and
neuromuscular junction.

Quality Control in Laboratory Medicine
Transactions of the First Inter-American Symposium,
Key Biscayne, Florida 1976.
Edited by J. B. HENRY AND J. L. GIEGEL. Pp. 237, illus-
trated. Abacus Press, Tunbridge Wells. Masson Publishing,
New York, 1977. £21.75.

What topics should be covered in a symposium purporting
to deal with 'quality control' in laboratory medicine? It is
encouraging that quality of interpretation is now included in
this term, but the definition must indeed be elastic to stretch
to some of the subjects dealt with in this book. For instance,
there is a paper on the detection of vitamin B1, B, and B6
deficiency in which the methodology described is not new
(red cell transketolase, glutathione reductase and aspartate
transaminase assays) but which presents some preliminary
evidence, based on very small numbers of 'at risk' patients,
that such deficiencies may sometimes occur in the absence of
specific clinical findings. Another such paper, surveying
methods of monitoring recovery from infective hepatitis,
contributes nothing new. A chapter on computerized 'Trend
Analysis' introduces a relatively new and interesting means
of assessing disease states; it remains to be proved that it
will contribute more than the (financially economical) use of
the doctor's 'little grey cells' to evaluate information already
available to him, but further developments in this field
should be followed with critical interest and cerebral quality
control.

Papers which do cover topics generally considered to deal
with quality control include aspects of coagulation testing as
well as of clinical chemistry. Lessons learned from American
and Asian regional and national, and from international,
quality control schemes are touched on and generally differ
little from the United Kingdom experience with national
schemes. Progress towards, and problems of, international
and national evaluation and standardization of reagents,
equipment and methods are the subject of several papers.

Apparently general screening has at long last been dis-
credited and been replaced in the fashion stakes by 'organ
panels' - which are designed as very slightly more rational
substitutes for thought. A series of articles on this type of
'profiling' should have been subjected to stricter quality
control. For instance if, as one paper shows, coronary
infarction is followed by almost simultaneous detectable
abnormalities in the electrocardiogram, creatine kinase,
aspartate transaminase, LDH, HBD and isoenzyme 'profiles',
it does not seem necessary to estimate all of them on straight-
forward cases - such an approach should be reserved for a
few genuine diagnostic problems. The most general fault of
the book is this uncritical approach and blinkered view of the
function of the 'clinical' laboratory, which is epitomized in
statements such as 'so helpful has the determination . ..
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become to the clinician that it has now become a routine
request'. Sodium too, has become a 'routine request' - so
'routine' that it is often of no conceivable clinical use to the
patient on whom it is requested. Many references were made
in the symposium to the financial restrictions, so familiar to
us, which are now being felt by our American colleagues.
The only rational hope of ameliorating the effect of such
restrictions is for clinicians and pathologists to work as a team
to assess which tests really give useful additional information.
This requires frequent, friendly but forthright personal
interchange of ideas. The computerized test-ordering and
result-retrieving system, rejoicing in the acronym DIVOTS
(Data Input Voice Output Telephone System) may, as is
pointed out in one of the papers, contribute in some ways
to quality control but may well further widen the ideas com-
munication gap.

Like the curate's egg, and like most symposia, this book is
good in parts. It is difficult accurately to define its audience,
but clinical laboratory workers might dip into it with profit.

Statistics in Small Doses (2nd edn).
By W. M. CASTLE. Pp. 220+viii, illustrated, soft cover.
Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh, 1977. £3.00.

This is a programmed text which could be subtitled 'Every-
thing you wanted to know about statistics, but were afraid
to ask'. Do not be put off by 'programmed' if you have
never used this style of learning before, as it very clearly and
painlessly takes you through the basic statistical concepts and
procedures.
Dr Castle has designed this book for a medically orientated

audience, but enough examples of centipedes and mini-
skirts are used to interest anyone. This book is strongly
recommended, not only for those who lack and need a basic
understanding of statistics, but also for those whose use of
statistical procedures has become mechanical with a blurring
of the fundamental concepts and ground rules. She has
written an enjoyable book in an area where too often the
texts are more sadistic than statistical.
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